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Chapter 2

Overview of the ControlNet 
Fiber Media System

What This Chapter Contains Read this chapter to familiarize yourself with the ControlNet fiber 

media system. The following table describes what this chapter 

contains and where to find specific information.

Understand the ControlNet 
Fiber Media System

The ControlNet fiber media system gives you the flexibility to design a 

communication network for your particular application. To take full 

advantage of this flexibility, you should spend sufficient time to plan 

the installation of your network before you assemble any of the 

hardware. Fiber media applications mainly provide the ability to 

extend or isolate a segment of a network.

Fiber media holds many advantages over traditional copper media. 

Since fiber optic media transmits digitized information via light pulses 

over glass or plastic fibers, it avoids many of the problems common 

with copper applications. The features and benefits of a fiber media 

system range from EMI immunity to decreased size and weight when 

compared to coax media. See Chapter 2 for a full explanation of the 

features and benefits of a fiber media system. Use the following figure 

and term definitions to understand the ControlNet fiber media system.

Topic: See page:
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Table 2.A   Network Terms

Term: Means:

coax repeater • a two-port active physical layer component that reconstructs and retransmits all traffic it 
hears on one coax segment to another coax segment

coax segment • trunk-cable sections connected via taps with terminators at each end and with no repeaters

fiber section • a length of fiber optic cable connecting two fiber repeater modules

fiber repeater • consists of a fiber repeater module and a fiber adapter components that reconstruct and 
retransmit all traffic it hears on one   fiber or coax segment side to another coax or fiber 
segment side

node
• any physical device connecting to the ControlNet fiber or ControlNet media system which 

requires a network address in order to function on the network — a link may contain a 
maximum of 99 nodes

• this address must be in the range of 1 - 99 and be unique to that link

link • a collection of nodes with unique addresses in the range of 1-99

network • a collection of connected nodes
• the connection paths between any pair of devices may include repeaters and bridges

tap • the connection between any device and the ControlNet media system

tap terminator • dummy load that terminates a tap drop-cable that has yet to be connected to a node

terminator • a 75Ω resistor mounted in a BNC plug

trunk-cable section • a length of a cable between any two taps
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Figure 2.1   Example topology: Point-to-point

ControlNet Fiber
Media Components

The ControlNet fiber media system is comprised of these components:

• fiber cable

• nodes

• connectors

• repeater adapters

• fiber repeater modules

• power supply for repeater

The following table lists the available cable, connectors, and repeaters 

for the ControlNet Fiber Media system. You can also refer to 

publication AG-2.2, ControlNet Media Component List, for more 

information on other ControlNet products and suppliers.
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Table 2.B   Fiber Media Products

Product: Catalog Number: Description:

Repeaters

repeater adapter 1786-RPA adapter portion of the repeater

short-distance fiber module 1786-RPFS fiber module used with the adapter

for distances ≤ 300m

medium-distance fiber module 1786-RPFM fiber module used with the adapter

for distances ≤ 3km(2)

long-distance fiber module 1786-RPFRL fiber module used with the adapter

for distances ≤ 10km

extra long-distance fiber module 1786-RPFRXL fiber module used with the adapter

for distances ≤ 20km

Intrinsically safe repeater adapter 1797-RPA(1) adapter for use in areas where there is a risk of 
explosion or an explosive atmosphere

Intrinsically safe medium-distance module 1797-RPFM(2) module for use in areas where there is a risk of 
explosion or an explosive atmosphere

Fiber cables for 1786-RPFS

10 m cable assembly for 1786-RPFS 1786-FS10 10 m pre-terminated 200y HCs cable segment for use 
with the RPFS module

20 m cable assembly for 1786-RPFS 1786-FS20 20 m pre-terminated 200y HCs cable segment for use 
with the RPFS module

60 m cable assembly for 1786-RPFS 1786-FS60 60 m pre-terminated 200y HCs cable segment for use 
with the RPFS module

100 m cable assembly for 1786-RPFS 1786-FS100 100 m pre-terminated 200y HCs cable segment for 
use with the RPFS module

200 m cable assembly for 1786-RPFS 1786-FS200 200 m pre-terminated 200y HCs cable segment for 
use with the RPFS module

300 m cable assembly for 1786-RPFS 1786-FS300 300 m pre-terminated 200y HCs cable segment for 
use with the RPFS module

Fiber connectors

connector kit for 1786-RPFS fiber cable 1786-FSKIT includes 10 blue V-pins™, 10 black V-pins™ and 10 
clamshells

Short distance tools

termination kit 1403-NTOL Short distance fiber connector kit

stripping tool 1403-N13 replacement tool

bullet splice kit 1403-N11 slice tool

simplex pull bullet 1403-N12 adapter
(1) For more information on the planning and installation of intrinsically safe fiber repeaters, reference publication 1797-6.2.1, ControlNet EX Media 

Planning and Installation Manual
(2) Maximum fiber distance is dependent on the signal attenuation of the fiber segment and the quality of the fiber cable and connectors.
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Determine Topology The main purpose of fiber media is either to extend a segment or to 

isolate a segment of your network. The first step to using fiber media 

is to analyze your application and determine the typology of your 

current or new network application. Then you need to decide which 

topology you need to use.

The following figures illustrate the variety of topologies available 

when you apply the ControlNet Fiber Media System. See Chapter 3 for 

larger illustrations and detailed information.

Figure 2.2   Star Topology
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